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The Nina, Pinta and Santa Maria

This tutorial is going to give you and your students the joy of an ocean voyage, complete with 
flapping canvas and great big waves!  As you know, Columbus Day is upon us, and we must 
celebrate his journey to the shores of America with a chalk pastel painting.

You will need the following pastel colors:  black, dark brown, blues (light blue, dark blue, 
greenish blue) and red.

In fourteen hundred ninety-two Columbus sailed the ocean blue...

We will start by drawing a simple bowl shape with our black pastel.  Use your choice of blue to 
show a water line up to the ship with a few waves.  Next we will finish the shape of the ship by 
drawing the upper deck – so no one will fall out.  



This will be a mighty ship, so she will have three masts, which are next to draw.  The sails are 
fully rigged and flying, so draw them in sets of two…you can make them square or show the 
effects of the wind by curving them in toward the center.  The crew needs some portholes so 



how about a handful of them towards the bottom of the ship…not too low to the waves, or the 
water will get in.

There is much you can do as an artist to make this picture your own.  I put red flags flying at the 
top of each mast….you may want to make the flags green or purple…your decision.  The ship is 
wooden, so draw some lines on her to make the wood visible.   You can name this ship if you 
like; I think that this must be Columbus’ own ship, so I painted the name “Nina” on the side for 
all to see. 

If you look closely, you can see the other two ships in the background, sailing on the journey 
too!  Please use your blues to make sure these proud ships are sailing the waves and not left on 
a white paper ocean!  Finish the sky by lightly using your pale blue and bringing it down to the 
ocean and NOT a big blue line at the top of your page!

How wonderful your painting looks!  What a good job you have done….and you have helped 
these ships to get to America by painting them so carefully!  Yes, you ARE an artist!!



Art for All Ages bundle 

• A note on chalk pastels: Pastels are an easy, forgiving medium. Fun for children and 
adults alike! Details on the pastels and paper we use, how and where to purchase, and 
links to all of Nana’s other pastel lessons (50+ free lessons now) are all contained in the 
post Pastels plus links to tutorials. A simple set is very affordable. Nana also teaches 
acrylic lessons.

• The practical aspects of a mess: Pastels are blessedly messy. We always have baby 
wipes close by to wipe hands. We wear something we don’t mind getting stained or don a 
smock.

• Encouragement: You Can Be an Artist! 10 Day series and our upcoming Art for All Ages 
10 Day series starting 10/14/13.
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